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San Francisco Legal Professionals Association 

February 27, 2018 Brown Bag Presentation 

Oops, I made a Mistake: Excusable Neglect, CCP 437(b), and 
the Art of Not Panicking 

Presented by Scott Herndon, Esq. 
 

Tuesday, February 27, 2018 
12:30 – 1:30 p.m. 

Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 
One Montgomery Tower (Enter through 120 Kearney St.), Suite 3000,  

San Francisco, CA  94104 
 

RSVP to:  Francie Skaggs – francieskaggs@gmail.com - by:  Friday, February 23, 2018 
 
One Hour MCLE Credit &CCLS Continuous Education Certificates Available.  This event is open to 
anyone in the legal industry.  Feel free to share with your colleagues and friends.  Attendees are 
encouraged to bring your lunch and enjoy the presentation. 
 
 
About the Speaker: 
 
 
 

 

Scott Herndon joined Sinunu Bruni, LLP in 2015. Prior to joining Sinunu Bruni, 
where he focuses on toxic torts, business litigation, and employment law, 
Scott served as a faculty member at Stanford University, the University of 
California, Santa Barbara, and New York University, where he taught 
writing, philosophy, and cultural studies. 

Mr. Herndon holds a Ph.D. in English, with an emphasis in philosophy, from 
New York University, as well as a Master's degree in analytic philosophy 
from the University of Colorado. In addition to more than ten years of 
university teaching experience, he has published academic books on the 
art of teaching and writing, as well as short fiction. This skill set as a scholar, 
teacher, and writer makes him unique as a trial lawyer. It allows him to 
research efficiently and communicate effectively, no matter how 
complex the material. Scott earned his Juris Doctor from the University of 
California, Hastings College of the Law. At Hastings, he focused on trial 
advocacy across a variety of subject areas, ranging from intellectual 
property, trademark, and employment law to torts and personal injury. He 
clerked twice at the Contra Costa District Attorney's Office, and then at 
the U.S. Attorney's Office. 
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